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Stem2Stern
Gabriela T, Eden L, Tyler M, Jessie S,
Justin M, Joey Z, Brooke W

About Stem2Stern
Stem2Stern is a community boat-building organization created to
engage the youth of Southwestern Ontario in hands-on work. We
work largely with marginalized youth to build wooden boats and
launch them in our local lakes. Along our journey, we strive to
support the mental health of young people as we introduce them
to the construction trades as a viable career choice.
Stem2Stern was founded to cover so many of the hard and soft
skills of the trades - hard skills such as hand and power tool use,
and soft skills such as socialization, teamwork, leadership, and
problem-solving. We strive to get our youth off their screens, and
into the great outdoors, to enjoy all that nature has in store.
Environmental awareness and stewardship have always been
uppermost in our minds.
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Our Initial Proposal

Weekly Meetings with David
As a group, we met with David, our CEL partner, once a
week. We originally started out with weekly in-person
meetings, but this quickly changed due to the increase in
Covid-19 outbreaks and lockdown. We have been having
online weekly meetings since November, and we
recently had our first in-person meeting in a while with
David again. Our meetings were an hour on average,
sometimes more. We also stayed in touch via email
throughout the week for any new information or updates.
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Neighbourhood
Decision Making
Program

The Neighbourhood Decision Making program allows
Londoners of any age to share ideas for enhancements,
events or activities they would like to see in their local
neighbourhood for a chance to make those ideas a reality. The
City staff review all the ideas for feasibility. If a project is
feasible, the idea submitter creates a one-page proposal to
promote their idea. On Vote Day, Londoners from all areas of
the city will have the opportunity to vote on ideas they want
implemented in their neighbourhood The winning ideas will be
brought to life and funded by the city.
We used several platforms, like Instagram, for example, to
promote Stem2Stern’s idea. We also created a giveaway to
increase engagement and incentive. Unfortunately, we lost by
four votes. However, that did not stop Stem2Stern from
pursuing their dream….

Neighbourhood Decision Making
Proposal

Results From the Community Decision Making
Vote

Stem2Stern’s First Ever Giveaway!

Highlights of the Year
With David’s hard work in contacting City council members,
Stem2Stern was able to receive a permit to host a
community-building boat build and launch at Guy Lombardo
Pavilion in Springbank Park this May and June.
Stem2Stern is also now sponsored by The Real Canadian
Superstore, which will provide lunch and snacks to the build
participants, and Home Depot, which has sponsored power
tools and wood.

Neighbourhood
Decision Making
Program…Continued

Although we did not win the Neighbourhood Decision Making
vote, we still managed to win on our own.

Highlights of the Year
Coming into this project, Stem2Stern was active on two social
media platforms and their website. Stem2Stern had a
platform on Instagram and Facebook, and we wanted to
expand our network to the rest of the other social media
platforms: Twitter and LinkedIn. Over the past year, we
introduced Stem2Stern to these two new platforms, and
conducted research on them in order to better promote
Stem2Stern through these platforms.

Revamped
Stem2Stern’s
Social Media
Presence

We also wanted to revamp Stem2Stern’s current social media
and website. We were able to add new features on the
website, such as a gallery, and also took advantage of the
new features that Instagram and Facebook offered such as
automating posts.

Highlights of the Year
We developed an event to be held on campus where students
could help build and paint a Western-themed boat that could
be displayed on campus, and possibly be raced in the
recreation center pool.
Due to the strict Covid-19 restrictions and increase in Covid-19
outbreaks, we were unable to have the event hosted on
campus.

Western Build

Although the event was unable to happen, we were in contact
with two members of Western staff that now know of
Stem2Stern. These individuals said that the event was a great
idea and was aligned with the schools' mission.
Stem2Stern can then reach out to these individuals next year
when Covid-19 restrictions are hopefully gone, and make the
event happen.

Contact with the Direction of Administration,
Faculty of Engineering

Contact with Conference and Event Services

Highlights of the Year
David, of course, will continue to facilitate Stem2Stern
builds. He has several planned for the next few months
including schools, the Youth Unlimited YFC Center (an
organization in Tillsonburg), and a Women’s only build.
He informed us yesterday that since we last spoke he has
scheduled an additional four builds!

Upcoming Builds
and Launch

To create for an easier sign up process for the upcoming
events, we helped to create sign up forms, for simplicity
for David as well as an easy sign up experience for the
participants.
Stem2Stern also continues to offer remote building
projects apart from building boats; he offers birdhouses,
toolboxes, paddles, muskoka chairs, and a serving-type
of board.

Just a Few Examples of our Community Build Advertisements!

Social Media Platforms

We improved Stem2Stern’s online presence by touching up the website,
keeping it updated, and making improvements to formatting and design. We
also created two new pages, the first being a gallery of pictures from past
Stem2Stern projects and the second, a media coverage page highlighting all
of Stem2Stern’s features on various news sources. We updated the 2022
programs page and added countdown timers for the spring community boat
launch.

David’s Content

Our Content

We all worked together to improve the existing Instagram account. David has
been in the habit of posting photos from his workshop almost daily to the
account, which he has continued to do. We have assisted in creating new content
aside from photos (informative and promotional content, giveaways, other
opportunities) which we design and post frequently. Photo content as well as
digitally designed content have complimented each other very well, and we
have gained hundreds of followers because of it!

Growth in Instagram Following

While working with Stem2Stern,
the Instagram account went from
547 to 720 followers. That is a
31.6% increase in followers

We revamped Stem2Stern’s Facebook presence. Most of the content
between Facebook and other platforms such as Instagram did overlap. Our
main tasks on this platform were designing engaging content, and staying
active. It is important to stay active and informative on these platforms to
engage the audience. Additionally, social media has become a key method of
communication, so it is important for Stem2Stern to utilize their social media
to spread information about the organization, and gain recognition and
awareness .

With LinkedIn being the newest platform to come to Stem2Stern, it was a
difficult process explaining how LinkedIn works and how it differs from other
social media platforms to David. We started off by conducting research on how
other non-profit organizations use LinkedIn to further promote and increase
awareness towards their organization.
Seeing as Stem2Stern was a new page on LinkedIn, we began with introduction
posts that detailed what Stem2Stern was about and the story of how Stem2Stern
was founded. We were able to reach individuals within a professional setting.
We even came across posts that other organizations and individuals have made
in collaboration with Stem2Stern that we hadn’t even been made aware of until
we came onto LinkedIn! For our posts, we treat LinkedIn a lot differently from
our other social media platforms, as we have to be careful to maintain more
professional language and posts.

A few of the posts made for the LinkedIn

Our goal with Twitter was to try and provide as much outreach as
possible for Stem2Stern. Prior to our work, this platform was not used to
its potential, limiting the possible outreach of the organization. With the
implementation of hashtags as well as fun and interesting content to
watch, Twitter is now a viable platform to learn more about the
Organization.

A tweet from the
past showed
Stem2Stern’s
community
involvement and
what we’re all
about!

Future of Stem2Stern
Before the school year ends, we held a last info session with David, where we
each sat with him and taught him the ropes of each social media platform. We
taught him everything from how to use new features on Instagram and Facebook,
how to create pages and add interactive content on the website, to providing him a
personal guide on how to use and make posts on LinkedIn to how to identify risky
accounts on Instagram.
As well we went through the key features and target demographic of each
platform. For example how LinkedIn is used for a professional audience and
Twitter is used more by celebrities and as a political platform. We also created
extra promotion content for the upcoming builds and created sign-up forms as
well.

How Does Stem2Stern
Relate to Sociology 2259?

Social Bond Theory
Stem2Stern works with all children from all walks of life, but those who are poor, minorities or troubled
youth may benefit the most from Stem2Stern.
Travis Hirschi developed Social Bond Theory that is made up of four elements that help prevent individuals
from being deviant, this include: attachment, commitment, involvement and belief.
Stem2Stern hits all four.
Commitment: Youth that are taking part in Stem2Stern have committed time and effort into the build, this
creates a stake in conformity that they do not want to lose. If they get in trouble, they will no longer be
able to take part in Stem2Stern
Attachment: Stem2Stern connects youth with other youth and allows them to work and bond as a team
during the boat building. David also plays a role as a community figure to look up to.
Involvement: When these youth are at the builds and taking part in Stem2Stern, it does not allow them to
have free time that could be used to be deviant.
Belief: Honesty and responsibility come into play when participants work with power tools to ensure
safety practices. Stem2Stern displays fairness, where everyone has the opportunity to participate equally.

Moral Entrepreneur
Moral entrepreneurs are people who have influence over society, how it runs,
and norms. Typically, these are people that have power in institutions.
Similarly, David is a moral entrepreneur. Since he is the founder of Stem2Stern,
he has full authority and control over how he decides to run the organization.
He has the power to plan the way he wants the organization to run, organize
events, and recruit members. He plays a role in social construction within our
society; Stem2Stern is all about building a sense of belonging and community.

The Breakdown of Labelling Theory

Many of the youth that Stem2Stern work with already have a label attached
to them. It may be “troubled”, “poor”, “immigrant” or others. David and the
Stem2Stern volunteers look past these labels and treat these kids as they are
“regular” people. Stem2Stern acknowledges these labels, but they do not
treat these kids in negative ways because of it. Stem2Stern’s goal is to help
kids develop skills and prevent deviance, not promote and create a form of
deviance amplification effect from labels.

Preventative and Retroactive Programs
When it comes to deviant youth, there are two ways of preventing them from being
deviant.
The first prevention method is preventative programs; they help by reaching out to
youth and priming them so they will not become deviant; helping them develop good
values and morals so they will shut down deviant ideas or belief. Stem2Stern does this
by teaching those kids kids who are not currently deviant, conforming and good values.
What if preventative programs don't work, or youth never get a chance at
preventative programs?
The second prevention method is retroactive programs. They help by contacting youth
that have already became deviant and try to pull them out of this deviant lifestyle.
Stem2Stern acts as a retroactive program when deviant youth are enrolled into a build
and Stem2Stern works towards changing their values and helping them stray away
from deviance.

Thank You For This
Opportunity !

